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moving troops towards the frontier. The position of War
Minister in Ethiopia is immensely powerful and Mulugeta
was becoming restive.
In the middle of September, Mulugeta was sick of all
this twaddle about diplomacy and guerrilla tactics and
truckling to the League and foreigners. He decided to
mobilise on his own. The mobilisation order was printed
and left, ironically, upon the desks of the Emperor's
European diplomatic advisers. Golson immediately pro-
tested to the Emperor. Haile Selassie had not known of it.
The order was suppressed. But it was only a beginning of
the impatience of the old men.
Mulugeta became intolerably aggressive and rude in the
State Council. He insisted that every European should be
expelled from Ethiopia—" they are all spies and friends of
Italy/5 he said. Mulugeta, the Adowa veteran, the
grizzled hero of the civil wars, deep-drinker and autocrat,
hated aHferengi.
As a concession to him the Emperor ordered the troops
already in the North, those of Seyyum, Ayelu, and the
Dedjaz Haile Selassie Gusca to stand by. All those owing
war service had already been assembled : they now had to
collect their wives, children, servants, mules, if they had
one, and as much food as possible.
Extraordinary figures were spread at this time in Addis
Ababa regarding the strength of the army which the
Emperor could raise. Full details for each province,
totalling in all nearly one million one hundred thousand
men, emanated from the Imperial Secretary's office. The
object, which the Ethiopian Government achieved, was to
leave Italy in ignorance of Ethiopian vulnerability.
Something of ancient pride inspired this mild mendacity.
The Ethiopians did not like to admit that they were weak.
The Emperor himself was in a dilemma. He knew that
he needed arms : at the same time he believed, rightly,
that to seem optimistic and confident was the best
policy with Europe. The League, he was beginning
to see, was not made for Little Powers that were mealy-
mouthed.
He was still ready to offer Italy his final concessions—the
Assab-Dessye road project, sale of the Aussa, and exchange
of the Ogaden. But now he too was concentrating on

